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Good morning Silverstone Guards Racers.
Thank you all for entering and racing at Silverstone last weekend.
It was a fantastic grid with a really good and varied collection of cars; 35 total,
compared to 34 at Silverstone last year; 13GT, 13 last year; and 22 SR/INV,
21 last year.
I thought it was great to see the GT40 on the grid and that you would all agree
it is exactly the sort of car we should be encouraging to join Guards.
The race was good to watch, once we had got the safety car out of the way
(sounds like Donington) and I guess the rain at the end got the second
drivers’ attention!
Well done to Graeme and James Dodd for their well-deserved win and to Dan
Eagling for his GT giant killing effort.
Hopefully you will all agree that the one day qual and race format is a good
way to go, even though there were lots of you there from Friday.
I am sure that the Guards SR drivers who took advantage of the £99 extra
event were appreciated by the Thundersports people.
It is also worth noting that a couple of Guards GT racers also took part in the
Historic Road Sports on the same £99 deal.
Guards is certainly doing its bit in supporting other HSCC series. We will have
to see if the Guards GT classes will be supported by any of the HRS drivers?

Cadwell Park next for the GT's and SRA/B classes; only 7 entries so far, but
time to go yet. It is a one day bash with two separate races; there is live music
laid on by the Historic Formula Ford and Ford Escort folks for the Saturday
evening.
After that, Brands GP circuit Super Prix for all Guards classes on Sunday 30th
June, should be fantastic. Unfortunately, I will not be there; I am at Spa for the
3 hour in the MGB, driving with the other son, and I see that one or two other
Guards racers are also entered.
A fine example of the madness of the historic racing calendar hard at work
there!
For all of you that do race at Cadwell and Brands, have great,safe, races.
I am planning to be back for Croft, the Guards race is on the Sunday this year;
Croft is a really good event and it's not that far up the A1. Really!
As before, if any of you have any comments or suggestions as to how we can
do better or different; get more cars on the grid; any pros or cons; anything;
please do not hesitate to give me a call or email.
Thanks again to you all for being part of a great day out at Silverstone.
All the best, Hugh Colman.
28th May 2019

